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From the History of Science 

When Torriceili and Boyle in the middle of the 1600's first created vacuums 
through very simple but brilliant experimentation, a debate began as to 
whether they had really created complete vacuums or whether there was still 
a "subtle medium" existing in the evacuated receivers. Before discussing this 
debate which has a particular significance in the light of recent orgone energy 
experiments, let us review the weli-known experimenta in which they created 
their vacuums. 

In order to test the hypothesis that air had weight and could act as a pres-
sure on substances, Torricelli took a glass cube about a finger's width in 
diameter and about three feet long, sealed it off at one end, filled it completely 
with mercury, and, keeping a finger over the open end, inverted it in an open 
vessel of mercury. The mercsuy sank to a height of around 30 inches above 
the levei of mercury in the vessel. The remaining six inches were "empty"; 
for the first time in the history of science a vacuum had been created as the 
pressure of the atmosphere (called "the spring of the air") could only support 
a column of mercuty about 30 inches high. Boyle added to this work by 
having an air pump constructed which allowed him to evacuate a large glass 
vessel so arranged that he could introduce objects into it. He showed in one 
of his many valuable vacuum experimenta that when a mercury barometer 
was set up within this venci and the air withdrawn, the column sank. When 
the air was readmitted, the column rose to its original height. 

But had they constructed complete vacuums? No, said "the plcnists" 
(represented by Descartes and Hobbes among others), according to whom 
the world by definition was fuil and hence there could be no complete 

• The background material is drawn largely from games B. Conant's Drr Utrar.ss-rwritrio 
SetENCE, Ch. 2, Yale University Press, 1948. The quotes from Boyle are from CASE 1-Its-roatts tra 
EXPERIMENTAL Scasca, Harvard University Press, 1948, pp. 18.20 and p. 34. 
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vacuum. Yes, said the vacuists or atomists. Let us quote Boyle's pertinent 
remarks on the subject: 

On the one Lide it appcars that notwithstanding the exsuction of thc air, our 
receiver rnay not be destitute of ali bodies, since anything placcd in it may he 
seco there; which would tuA be, if it were not pervicus to those beams of light, 
which rebounding from the seen object to our eyes, affect us with the sensc of ir; 
and that either these beams are corporeal emanations from some lucid body, or else 
at least the light they convcy doth result from the brisk motim; o! some subtle 
maucr. 	. By the sixteenth experiment, it also appears that the closeness of our 
receiver binders it not from admitting the diluvia of the loadstone [field of the 
magna]. 

Thus, the idea that it was necewary to have some mcdium for light and 
for magnetic action, both of which were present within the vacuum, were 
powerful arguments against a complete cmpty space. But Boyle continues: 

. .. As for the allegations above-mentioncd, they seem to prove that the 
rcceiver devoid of air, may be replenishcd with some ethereal matter, but not 
that it really is so. And indeed to me it yet secms. that as to those spaces which 
the vacuists would have to be erripty, because they are manifestly dcvoid of air 
and all grosser bodies; the plcnists (if 1 may so call them) do not prove that 
such spaces are replenished with such a subtle matter as they speak of, by any 
sensible effects or operations of it 	but only conclude that there must bc such 
a body, because there cannot be a void. 	mine—M. S.] 

Since no physical proofs of the "subtle medium" as distinct from air could 
be given, thc debate degenerated into one of words and did not lead to any 
satisfactory conclusion. 

Boyle--who always disliked metaphysical speculation—tried himsclf 
through experiments to determine if any "medium" existed in his vacuums. 
His experiments were based on the assumption that the medium would 
function as air did. For instante, he let a small paper windmill fali in an 
evacuated receiver to see if the medium would affect its {light as air does. In 
another experiment, he placed a small pipe in a receiver below the surface 
of the water to see whether, when the receiver was evacuated, anything 
would be expelled at the pipe that would produce bubbles in the water. In 
still a third experiment, he attempted to find out if suction action in the 
vacuum would impei the medium to move even slighdy a very light feather 
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placed in the vacuum, as a small amount of air moves it when the same 
suction action was applied. 

AH these experiments were negative. No effect of the medium could be 
detected. Today, many regard these experiments of Boyle as strange and 
curious, almost comical. The whole notion of a "subtle medium" is con-
sidered a bit naive. But in the light of orgone physics, they appear as, within 
the framework of mechanistic thinking, quite logical attempts to discover 
something which very much needecl to be discovered. The later, prcmature 
rejection of the whole question appears as the real scientific error. One can 
hardly blame Boyle for not knowing that the road to the medium ar ether 
lay not through the use of mechanical concepts derived from the study of 
air, but through the application of biophysical concepts derived from the 
study of the emorions. Indeed, it is illustrative of what a careful thinker 
Boyle was that he did not, on the basís of a few negative experiments, declare 
that "there was no medium." He specifically toa into consideration the 
fact that the medium might function in a way that his experiments did not 
allow for. The experiments only taught him "to have no confident expecta-
dons of easily making it [the tnedium—MS.] sensible by mechanical experi-
ments; and ... we may also be informed that is really so subtle and yielding 
a matter that does not . . . sensibly resist as does the air itself, the motions 
of other bodies through it, and is able, without resistance., to make its passage 
through the pores of wood and leather, and also of closer bodies, which we 
find not that the air doth in its natural or wonted state penetrara" 

Approximately 300 years later in 1948, Reich's vacuum experiments solved 
the probkm by dernonstrating the existente of orgone energy in a vacuum. 
The experiments are elsewhere described in detail. Here 1 would only like 
to emphasize what distinguishes Reich's successful demonstration of the 
medium from the negative results of Boyle and others: his functional ap-

proach. Reich assumed that the so-called medium was identical with the 
orgone. Knowing from a decade's work with the orgone that it responded 
only to functional and never to mechanical experiments, he did not attempt 
—as Boyle did—to demonstrate a mechanical effect of the medium. lnstead, 
he built his experiment around the very quality that had made the medium 
so difficult to detect in the past and that Boyle had suggested was one of the 
reasons his own experiments failed: namely, the pervasivencss of the medium, 
the fact that it permeated everyshing. He simpiy allowed a vacuum tubo to 
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soak for many weeks in an orgone accumulator. In this way, he increased 
the orgonotic charge of the tube by adding the concentrated orgone of the 
accumulator to the orgone already in the vacuum from the atmosphere. 
Then, to prove the existente of the orgone energy in the vacuum, it was 
necessary to bring into play another functional property of the orgont—its 
lumination when excited by another energy field. He found that the tube 
luminated blue when excited by a small amount of electrical voltage or—
more significantly—by body orgone, e.g., from the hair. The médium in the 
vacuum had beco demonstrated. Thus, functional thinking—this time 
through the application in an experiment of two specifically functional 
processes, orgonotic soaking and orgonotic lumination—succeeded in solvíng 
another basic problem in natural science which mechanistic e.xperimentation 
and metaphysical argumentation had grappled with so long and so fruit-
lessly. 

MYRON R. SHARAF 

1 learnt to restrain sperulative tendencies and to foliou, the unforgotten 
advice of my master, Charcot—to look at the same things again and again 
cantil they themselves begin to speak.—FlueD 
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Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em forma 
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1957. 
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